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Brand Management System
What is 'Brand Management‘
Brand management is a function of marketing that uses techniques to increase the perceived value of a product line or brand over time.
Effective brand management enables the price of products to go up and builds loyal customers through positive brand associations and
images or a strong awareness of the brand. Developing a strategic plan to maintain brand equity or gain brand value requires a
comprehensive understanding of the brand, its target market and the company's overall vision.
In marketing, brand management is the analysis and planning on how that brand is perceived in the market. Developing a good relationship
with the target market is essential for brand management. Tangible elements of brand management include the product itself; look, price,
the packaging, etc.

1. Brand Attributes
What the brand delivers through features and benefits to consumers.

2. Consumer Expectations
What consumers expect to receive from the brand.
3. Competitor attributes
What the other brands in the market offer through features and benefits to consumers.
4. Price
An easily quantifiable factor –Your prices vs. your competitors’ prices.
5. Consumer perceptions
The perceived quality and value of your brand in consumer’s minds (i.e., does your brand
offer the cheap solution, the good value for the money solution, the high-end, high-price tag
solution, etc.?).
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How to create and evaluate a brand positioning statement

The most successful brand positioning approaches
How to reframe product categories
How to craft compelling brand stories
Different approaches to market segmentation
What factors drive customers to insist upon certain brands

The primary drivers of human behavior
How to gain deep customer insight
The most useful brand, marketing and advertising research techniques
The most important brand metrics

How to evoke an emotional customer response to the brand
The key elements of a strong brand identity system
Brand naming strategies

How to write and or evaluate a compelling brand tagline
How to write and or evaluate a compelling brand “elevator speech”
The most powerful pricing strategies and tactics

How to interpret and use retail sales performance data
How to recognize internal and external brand threats
When to position or re-position a brand
How to conduct qualitative research that uncovers customer attitudes, values, hopes, fears and desires

The most powerful distribution strategies

How to establish the right marketing budget
How to build brands through proactive publicity
How to build brands online
How to anticipate and create strategies to address competitive response

How to align the organization in support of the brand
How to select and implement an effective customer relationship management (CRM)
How to increase customer loyalty

How to transform loyal customers into brand champions
What is required to launch a new brand
How to significantly increase the probability of success of a brand extension

Brand crisis response and management
How to build brands through word-of-mouth

How to defend your marketing budget
How to measure ROI for different types of marketing programs

What should be included in a comprehensive brand plan
How to select the best marketing agency partners
How to get the best work out of your marketing agencies

How to create and evaluate a strong creative brief
How to develop and evaluate an advertising campaign
The key elements of an integrated marketing plan

The strengths and weaknesses of each media type

Quality:
Building quality into the core product is vital. The core product must achieve the basic functional
requirements expected of it. Higher quality brands achieve greater market share and higher
profitability than their inferior rivals.
Positioning:
Creating a unique position in the marketplace involves the careful choice of target market and
establishing a clear differential advantage in the minds of these customers. This can be achieved
through brand name and image, service, design, guarantees, packaging and delivery.
Repositioning:
As markets change and new opportunities arise, repositioning is needed to build brands from
their initial base. A successful brand may be rendered irrelevant if needs and circumstances of
customers in its target market change.
Well-balanced communication:
Brand positioning shapes customer perceptions. A brand needs to communicate its positioning to
its target market. Awareness needs to be built, brand personality projected and favourable
attitudes built and reinforced among customers. The brand theme needs to be reinforced by
advertising, salespeople, sponsorship, public relations and sales promotion campaigns.
Being first:
Pioneer brands are more likely to be successful than follower brands. Being first gives a brand
the opportunity to create a clear position in the minds of target customers before competition
enters the market. It gives the pioneer the opportunity to build customer and distributor loyalty.
But it requires sustained marketing effort and the strength to withstand competitor attacks.

Long term perspective:
Generating awareness, communicating brand values and building customer loyalty takes many
years. There must be a consistent, high level of brand investment. If investment is cut, sales are
unlikely to fall substantially in the short term but it will erode brand equity in terms of awareness
levels, brand associations, intentions to buy, etc.

Internal marketing:
Many brands are corporate brands, i.e., the marketing focus is on building the company brand.
Most service brands are marketed as corporate brands. Training and communicating with
internal staff is crucial because service companies rely on personal contact between service
providers and service users. Brand values and strategies must be communicated to the staff.
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The marketplace we live and work in today is radically different
from the one in which many of us started. Salespeople and
store employees used to be the experts, and brands and
businesses used to spend advertising dollars to find prospects
who needed their services.

A strong content marketing strategy includes a variety of content types, so as individual pieces begin to take shape, there are
some specific things to keep in mind:
Blog Posts
Distill your content marketing strategy into your blog schedule/strategy. The company blog can and should be used to crosspromote other content, which will help keep posts on a consistent schedule. If you don’t have a marketing team member who is
familiar with SEO, this is one area where you might want to consult a professional.
Ebooks
Ebook content should follow some sort of narrative structure, and include a lot of good, visual design. The goal of an ebook is to
educate (rather than entertain), but make sure to keep the language conversational if that is consistent with your brand and
personas.
Cheat Sheets
These are short (two or three pages at most). That means there won’t be a lot of room for big images, so you’ll want to use text
formatting to make them easy for a reader to quickly scan through. Link or point to other resources for more in-depth learning.
Workbooks and Templates
A great way to keep your brand in front of buyers, while also being really helpful. These resources should be designed for print
and made as interactive and practical as possible.

Whitepapers and Reports
These are similar to an ebook in that they are primarily educational materials, but whitepapers and reports are generally less graphically
designed and use language that is a little more professional. They can also create opportunities to partner with other organizations.

Infographics
The name says it all: just give readers info and graphics. Use as little text as possible for the former, and let the latter tell the story. If you
don’t have a killer graphics artist in-house, this is one for which you might want to work with a professional.
Slide Decks
Slide decks are a great format for breaking down complex ideas into simple steps or bite-sized pieces. Keep the slides simple: minimal text
in one font throughout, and use big images & graphics.
Video
The trick to effectively using video as part of a content strategy is keeping it as timeless as possible. Otherwise, you risk wasting resources
(time and money) updating videos every year. High-quality video content can also be used to expose your brand to YouTube’s large and
active audience.
Case Studies
Build case studies with real numbers and complete stories. This will help keep the content focused on the value and results, not the
brand.

PR and Marketing Strategies – medium to long term
•Strategy Development
•Implementation
•Ongoing monitoring and measurement, counseling and support
Project-based PR and Marketing Counseling
•Product launches
•New office launches
•Press conferences
•Events, seminars, conferences and trade shows
•Change management
Be it a project based, medium or long term collaboration, you can
benefit from any or all of the following PR and Marketing services:
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Public Affairs
Issues and Crisis Management
Reputation Management
Blogger & Media Relations
Internal Communication and Employee Engagement
Social Media Marketing
Corporate Social Responsibility
Investor Relations and Financial Communication
Branding and Brand Management
Business Blog Counseling
Deciding whether a blog can help your overall marketing and PR strategy
Content Counseling
Blog launch
Community engagement
Event organizing
Media Management
Content Creation and Editing
Pr e s s r e l e a s e s
We b s i t e c o n t e n t
Fliers
Brochures
Newsletters
White papers
B l o g Po s t s

Budget Management
Website – ₹ 30000 onward (one time cost, from second year only maintenance cost will be charge for updating.
Social Media – ₹ 25000 onward/Monthly charges (organic and inorganic campaign )
Content Marketing – ₹ 20000 onward/ Monthly charges (blogs, creative and contents )
Reserch and Design – ₹ 25000 onward/ Monthly charges (survey campaigning and graphic desiging)
Collatrals – as per actual or plan.
Google Paid – ₹ 15000 onward/Monthly charges (website hits on daily basis)
SEO – ₹ 10000 onward/Monthly charges (selected keywords)
Print and Electronic - as per actual or plan.
Emails and sms – ₹ 10000 onward/ Monthly charges
Note – We work on customize solutions hence our overall services are in package as per the requirements of the clients and our
package start with ₹ 75000 per month with 6 months campaign, where we include website with one year maintenance, social media
(increasing likes and create relevant post ), google promotion (for one product or service) , 4 blogs and 12- 15 contents , SEO with 4
keywords.
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